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INTRODUCTION
Welcome to Praying Through the Arabian Peninsula. National believers and Christian
workers invite you to pray with us to see evangelism increase and the church planted among
the local people in the Arabian Peninsula (AP). This tool created by those working in the AP is
divided into 12 months with prayer points for each day. Start on the month and day you
receive this and you will join others in the world praying on that day. Then keep praying
through the year. You will be joining God’s people all over the world in asking the Father to
bring His Kingdom to the Arabian Peninsula.
What will God do as His people from all over the world begin
praying specifically for the Arabian Peninsula? In the early church, Peter
was miraculously released when the believers were praying (see Acts
12). The great revivals that swept across Europe and America were
preceded by prayer meetings. The Wall of Communism collapsed
because people were praying. In the AP increased spiritual awareness
was noticed as a result of the prayer movement of the 90’s known as
Praying through the Window. Today, we see the chains of Islam that
bind over a billion people. The political and religious systems that deny
a Muslim the chance to hear about the King of kings can be changed
through prayer.
The web site <www.pray-ap.info> has information about this prayer
movement, helpful hints on intercession, ways to get timely prayer
updates and other great information. An informative prayer video can be ordered from the web
site to use with your church, fellowship or small group.
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CHILDREN/YOUTH - DECEMBER
There is a great need for creative ministries to meet the emotional, physical and
spiritual needs of children and youth in the Arabian Peninsula. The average
mother has five to seven children, and men often have more than one wife.
However, nannies and maids do most of the nurturing in early years. Though
many children and youth enjoy a financially luxurious life they rarely enjoy a
close family relationship.
There are many challenges to reaching Muslim children with God’s love in
Christ. Access to Muslim children is open, especially to Christian nannies,
hospital workers and educators. Many children with disabilities or long illnesses
are rarely seen outside their homes and would benefit greatly from more care in
the home. New approaches need to be used to specifically reach out to Muslim
children.
Youth from the Arabian Peninsula can be divided into two distinct categories.
Youth from wealthy homes in the cities mostly hang around together in groups.
Stylish cars, making secret boy-to-girl friendships, playing sports, watching
movies and chatting over the Internet are part of their lives. Youth from poorer
backgrounds are much more reserved, passionate about neighborhood soccer
games, are quite friendly and less mobile. Families and the local governments
have been encouraging young people to get college degrees by offering free
schooling, pocket money and a promise of good jobs after graduation.
Many of the children and youth have been exposed to other cultures and
faiths through travel, television, movies and/or the Internet. Yet they are raised
to stand boldly against any belief besides Islam, even though most of them are
not religious.

PRAYER POINTS
Monday - Pray that Muslim children would have opportunities to hear about the love of Jesus
Christ for them. Pray for the development of more Bible-based children’s resources tailor
made for Muslim children.
Tuesday - Pray for Christian families that they would be strong, would model the love of God
for children and youth and would exemplify the value of godly parenting.
Wednesday - Pray for the many Christian nannies (mainly Filipino, Indian and African). Pray
for them as they share Christ with mothers and children in word and deed.
Thursday - Pray for Muslim children who may be denied access to adequate education and
healthcare and do not receive any spiritual nurture from God’s Word.
Friday - Pray for the growth of ministry among sick, disabled and special needs
children/youth. Pray for Christians gifted in this work to move to the Arabian Peninsula.
Saturday - Youth ministries are increasing among the expatriate Christian communities. Pray
that their growth would spill over into outreach to the local youth.
Sunday - Pray for the youth as they explore new things (dating, the Internet, travel, etc.) that
they would turn from sin and look to the only one that gives true life, Jesus.
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BELIEVERS - JANUARY

NOVEMBER - QATAR
Capital: Doha
Population: 700,000
Religion: Islam
Muslim Background Believers: A few scattered believers
Qatar is an absolute monarchy ruled by the
Emir, Sheikh Hamad Al Thani, who deposed his
father in 1996 in a bloodless coup. Under the
progressive leadership of the Emir, Qatar is
developing quickly.
Qatar’s population has more expatriate than
local citizens. Of its roughly 700,000 people, only
about 220,000 are Qatari nationals.
The strict Wahhabi sect of Sunni Islam is
dominant in Qatar, but there is also a small
number of Shi’ite Qataris. Because of the influence of Wahhabism, Qatar has one of the most
conservative societies in the world. While expatriates enjoy quite normal lifestyles, the Qatari
society is far more restrictive, especially for the local women.
Christianity has been tolerated in Qatar (among the expatriates) for some time, as long as
Christians keep their faith to themselves. No “formal” churches have been allowed to be built,
but “unofficially” they have existed for a long time. The government has granted permission
and land for the first church complex to be shared by several churches. This represents a far
more lenient and tolerant attitude by the Qatari government.
Due to past restrictions, Qataris have had very little exposure to Christian truth. Most
Qataris have never met a real Christian with whom they could communicate at a meaningful
level. Many Qataris have no idea that Christians even worship in their land.

More than 5 million foreign residents (expatriates) have moved to the Arabian Peninsula to
work in the expanding economies of these countries. The largest of these communities are
Indians, Filipinos, Pakistanis, Arabs, Afghanis, Iranians and smaller numbers of Africans and
Westerners. Among this mix of nationalities, God has divinely placed many Christian
believers. Approximately 6% of them are born again believers. Many
churches have started in the last decade to accommodate these believers
as the local governments, officially or unofficially, allow these churches
to meet. Never before have so many Christians lived alongside the local
Arab peoples. Public witness about Jesus is illegal, but private
opportunities to share one’s faith are available through work or
neighborhood relationships.
The church among the local people in each country is non-existent or
very small and underground. However, God is working in the lives of
the local Muslim people. Those that become followers of Christ must
keep their faith a secret to remain within their family and Muslim
community. Those who are able to stay within these communities hold
the greatest potential for the establishing of indigenous churches. These families and
individuals need our prayers as they experience challenges in standing firm in their faith and
as they seek for ways to be a witness for Christ to their families, friends and co-workers.
A growing number of Arab believers from outside the Arabian Peninsula are moving into
the region to work in various professions. Their witness for Christ is growing bolder, and
through their Arab culture and language they are able to answer the difficult questions on faith
for spiritual seekers. Our prayers for these modern day Apostles will help them as they partner
with other expatriate believers to establish the Church among local Arabs.

PRAYER POINTS

PRAYER POINTS

Monday - Pray that God would give birth to a local Church and national leadership within
Qatar.

Monday - Pray for expatriate believers to be bold in sharing the Gospel with local Arab
coworkers and friends. Pray that they would use every opportunity to share Christ.

Tuesday - Pray that the Bible, other literature and videos would be distributed boldly and that
Christian media (satellite TV, radio, Internet, etc.) would have greater impact.

Tuesday - Pray that God would bring unity and partnership in ministry to the many Christian
churches and groups, which would bring healing and restoration to churches, families and
marriages harmed by discord, strife and immorality.

Wednesday - Pray that God would mobilize the thousands of expatriate Christians here to
pray for Qataris and to reach out to their Muslim friends.
Thursday - Pray for greater unity amongst the 50 plus churches and Christian fellowships that
meet in Qatar.
Friday - There is only a handful of “known” local believers, most of whom are not spiritually
mature. Pray that they would be strengthened, discipled and used of God.
Saturday - Pray that God would break the spiritual pride that Qataris have concerning Islam
and prepare their hearts for the message of the Gospel.
Sunday - Pray for God to grant Christians greater favor with the Qatari government, which
has decided to give land to build churches for the first time. It seems that the Lord is creating a
“new atmosphere” in this strict Wahhabi Muslim country.
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Wednesday - Pray for the continued growth of a mission vision among the expatriate Arab
Christian churches. Pray that they will fulfill the Great Commission among Arab Muslims.
Thursday - The number of believers is growing among the local Arabs. Pray for those gifted
in pastoral leadership to gather and disciple the believers.
Friday - Pray that the Lord would raise up believing spouses for the local believers who are
single. Pray that the children of new believers would come to faith in Jesus.
Saturday - Pray that the lives of local believers (mostly secret believers) would be a witness
to their neighbors. Pray for them to have wisdom about when to share their faith.
Sunday - Pray that local believers would grow toward maturity in Christ and overcome the
sinful nature that threatens to drag them back into their old lives and sinful habits.
1

FEAR/RAMADAN - OCTOBER

FEBRUARY - KINGDOM OF SAUDI ARABIA/MECCA
Capital: Riyadh
Population: 22,000,000
Religion: Islam
Muslim Background Believers: A few scattered believers
The Kingdom of Saudi Arabia has a rich history steeped
in desert culture. For thousands of years the Saudis have
thrived in the heat and expanse of the Saudi desert. That
desert life was forever altered about 70 years ago when
25% of the world’s oil reserves were found beneath the
sand. This oil has allowed the Saudi family to rule the
country through the years. The Saudi government is also
known to be a generous contributor to the propagation of
Islam around the world.
Mecca is located in Saudi Arabia. Its importance for
Muslims dates back to the year 571 when the prophet
Mohammed (the founder of Islam) was born there.
Muslims worldwide are commanded to face Mecca five
times a day to pray toward the spiritual center of Islam.
They pray acknowledging there is only one God and
Mohammed is his prophet.
One of the key tenets of Islam is a pilgrimage, Hajj,* to Mecca at least once in a Muslim’s
life. Approximately two million Muslims from Saudi Arabia and around the world arrive there
annually for the Hajj. For many, it is a lifelong ambition. From the time of embarking on the
journey to make the Hajj, pilgrims often experience a spirit of
exaltation and excitement. The meeting of so many Muslims of
all races and cultures in equality moves many people deeply.
Many come to fulfill a life’s dream and attempt to be reconciled
with Allah (God), but many leave disappointed at the
experience. The most holy site within this holy city is the Great
Mosque. Within the Great Mosque sits the Black Stone, a large
black monolith that is central to the Hajj.
Mecca itself is off limits to all non-Muslims. It sits in a
valley surrounded by low hills, with a population of
approximately 550,000. Mecca is definitely the religious
capital, but the political capital of Saudi Arabia is Riyadh.
As the homeland of Islam, anything that affects Saudi Arabia
potentially affects the whole of the Muslim world. In the past,
the Saudi family had succeeded in recycling the oil wealth
through the economy to please the masses, providing a
comfortable life for most. Since the Gulf War, the amount of
money siphoned off the economy by the ruling family has
*Hajj main dates: February 11, 2003 / January 31, 2004 / January 20, 2005
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Not knowing one’s destiny (or future) is intertwined throughout the whole of Islam. A tiny
child is told that Allah is all knowing and powerful. Allah will, one day, measure everyone’s
good and bad deeds to determine if Heaven or the fires of Hell will be their fate. Good
Muslims spend their lives trying to pray, fast (Ramadan), give alms and go to Mecca, so that
Allah will see their good deeds and reward them with heaven.
In folk Islam there is also fear of the spirit world. Will the
spirits, Jinn, cast an evil spell on my family? A good luck
charm, such as a piece of the Koran tied around a child’s
neck, may ward it off. Place a Koran, covered in cloth, on the
wall by a newborn baby to protect it from evil. Keep the
bathroom door closed, for Jinn reside in there.
Fear is also a huge barrier to those leaving Islam. They
break the laws of their religion and government by coming to
Christ. They may face expulsion from their family, loses of
jobs and/or death.
Ramadan* is the Islamic month of fasting and lasts for 28 - 30 days. Imagine that, as a
Muslim, you are thirsty. Your mouth is parched. You dare not drink because it is Ramadan,
the time when Muslims do not eat, drink or smoke from sunrise to sunset. You are to think of
the poor and their needs. You are to pray more and keep from sinning. You are to read or
quote the Koran frequently. Ramadan is called the “Blessed Month.”
People are fervently trying to be pure and sinless. They suffer hunger and especially thirst.
They are trying to look good in the eyes of Allah. Muslims follow this pillar of Islam so that
their good deeds will out weigh their bad deeds.
*Ramadan start dates: October 27, 2003 / October 16, 2004 / October 5, 2005

PRAYER POINTS
Monday - Pray that the fear of evil will cause people to seek the truth. Pray that the believers
will see that God can conquer their fear when they stand up for Him.
Tuesday - Pray against the powers of darkness that seek to control the lives of Muslims
through fear and suspicion. May Jesus replace their fears with His love and strength.
Wednesday - The usual local greeting is “Peace be upon you.” Pray that the Muslims will
hear of the peace that passes all understanding during Ramadan.
Thursday - Many Muslims receive visions and dreams during the month of Ramadan. Pray
that God would reveal himself to seekers during this month.
Friday - Pray for the many Christians who meet on Friday for worship in Arab countries.
Pray that they would be able to give their fears to the Lord Jesus.
Saturday - Pray that Christians living and working in the Arabian Peninsula will not succumb
to fear of the authorities when it comes to witnessing to the local people.
Sunday - Pray that God will help locals overcome their fear of the wrath of others, and fear of
loss of family, community, possessions and inheritance when considering accepting Christ as
Savior.
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SEPTEMBER - KINGDOM OF BAHRAIN
Capital: Manama
Population: 600,000
Religion: Islam
Muslim Background Believers: One small fellowship
Bahrain, situated in the Gulf between Iran and
Saudi Arabia, is made up of over 35 islands, the
major ones connected by causeways. Iranian rule
of what is now modern Bahrain lasted for 180
years until they were expelled by the Kalifa family
who took control in 1782.
Bahrain was a British protectorate for more than
100 years before regaining its independence in
1971. Formerly a pearling and trading center for
the Arabian Gulf with a tradition of independence,
it is diversifying from oil into banking, aluminum production and tourism.
Bahrain was the site of the first Arabian Gulf oil well. Ironically, it will be the first Gulf
country to run out of oil. Bahrain, compared to its neighboring countries, is poorer with
significant unemployment.
Bahrain became a Kingdom in 2002. King Hamad is overseeing a gradual transformation,
with the new government modeled on the United Kingdom two-house parliament system.
Bahrain is an oasis of freedom compared to the surrounding countries which have restrictive
laws. Great numbers of Saudis and Kuwaitis flock to Bahrain every weekend because of greater
personal freedom. While open evangelism is not allowed, Christian expatriates have found
opportunities to worship and minister in Bahrain.

PRAYER POINTS

increased while normal people are finding
themselves less and less advantaged as their
population swells. This is a slow boiling pot
politically, which could explode at some point
in the future.
The Saudi population is, by government
statistics, 100% Muslim. There are few local
Christians among the Saudis. While there are
many foreign Christians living and working in
Saudi Arabia, churches for them are not
officially permitted.
Christian missionaries are not allowed in
Saudi Arabia. Any sort of proselytizing of the country’s
population is strictly forbidden. People accused of
proselytizing will lose their jobs and may be imprisoned
prior to deportation. Despite this, many Saudis are very
approachable on the topic of religion. Many Saudis
travel internationally, and it is quite easy to speak to
them about Christ, especially when they are away from
their homeland.

PRAYER POINTS
Monday - Pray for more laborers to share the Gospel in Saudi Arabia. Pray that whole Saudi
families would come to know Christ and grow in Him together.

Monday - Pray that Jesus would reign over the spiritual authorities that seek to blind, bind and
confuse people, and that the attraction of worldly pleasures would pale.

Tuesday - Family, employment and social pressures cause incredible stress on believers who
often struggle once they have come to faith in Jesus Christ. Pray for Saudi believers to grow in
their walk with Christ and persevere in faith.

Tuesday - Pray for the King, Sheikh Hamad bin Isa Al-Khalifa, and other authorities in
Bahrain. Pray that the Lord would give them wisdom to lead their people into peaceful
political and social development.

Wednesday - Pray for foreign Christians living in Saudi Arabia to live a life fully committed
to Christ, sharing the Truth with the people around them.

Wednesday - Pray for the expatriate churches in Bahrain - Indian, Filipino, Western and
African. Pray for a renewed vision of God’s purpose in bringing them to Bahrain.
Thursday - Pray for the Arab fellowships, which include some locals. Pray for unity and
cooperation among them. Pray for leadership to help them build up one another.
Friday - Pray for the isolated Bahraini believers who do not regularly attend church. May the
Lord help these believers to see the importance of meeting together.
Saturday - Pray for believing Bahraini husbands and wives to grow closer together as they
serve Christ. Pray especially for the youth in view of many economic frustrations.
Sunday - Pray for the living witness of the Christian establishments in Bahrain – the
churches, the Christian bookstores, the mission hospital and the mission school.
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Thursday - Pray for Saudis who travel and live abroad, that they might discover Christ while
outside of Saudi Arabia.
Friday - Pray for every Saudi to have the opportunity to hear and receive the Gospel. Pray
that more people in Saudi Arabia would hear about Christ through radio, satellite TV and the
Internet.
Saturday - Pray that Muslims around the world will begin to experience deeper
dissatisfaction with their faith as they bow toward Mecca. Pray that they will find Christ as the
Great Shepherd.
Sunday - Pray that Muslims who go to Mecca on the Hajj (pilgrimage) will not find
contentment but will have visions and dreams of Jesus that will lead them to the truth.
3

MARCH - YEMEN

KUWAIT - AUGUST

Capital: Sanaa
Population: 16,942,230
Religion: Islam
Muslim Background Believers: A few scattered believers

Capital: Kuwait City
Population: 1,950,000
Religion: Islam
Muslim Background Believers: A few scattered believers

Yemen is one of the oldest inhabited areas of the world. The
country was once part of the Kingdom of Sheba (the famed
Spice Route) whose queen brought rare and costly gifts to
King Solomon. When Islam was born in the seventh century,
Yemen was one of the first countries to follow the new
religion and is home to two of the oldest mosques in the
world.
For a number of years Yemen was divided. South Yemen
was the world’s only Arab Marxist state. North Yemen was
more traditional and tribal. After a brief civil war in 1994
the South was defeated and the country was united.
Yemen is by far the poorest country in the Arabian
Peninsula. Many Yemenis depend heavily on money earned
by relatives working in other countries. During the Gulf
War, those Yemenis working in Saudi Arabia were
expelled, bringing an economic crisis. Today Yemen
continues to struggle with poverty and under-development.
Most Yemenis live on farms or in small villages. Illiteracy
is among the barriers to the full penetration of the Gospel
into Yemen.

Before the time of Alexander the Great, the location of Kuwait made
this area an important trade link between what is now Iraq and the rest
of the Arabian Peninsula. The tribes were able to sustain themselves
through fishing, pearling and trading. The inhospitable nature of the
desert prevented any significant development of the land itself.
Kuwait developed a consensus style government that has evolved
into what is called a diwaniyah – a gathering of men from the
community who discuss issues and make decisions. Kuwait did not
achieve complete independence until 1962. Today, the Emirate of
Kuwait functions as a constitutional monarchy with power vested in the
Amir and a parliament.
In the 1940’s, oil was discovered under Kuwait and with it came
economic prosperity and rapid growth. Kuwaiti citizens enjoy one of
the highest standards of living in the world. Along with affluence has
come a rapid increase in the population, both of expatriate workers as well as Kuwaiti citizens.
Presently, over 50 different (non-Kuwaiti) Protestant congregations and language groups
meet weekly for worship. There is substantial freedom to worship, and there is little direct
persecution of God’s people. Most of the believers are from the expatriate community although
there are a number of true Kuwaiti believers among the approximately 200 Kuwaitis who are
from a Christian heritage.

PRAYER POINTS

PRAYER POINTS

Monday - Yemeni believers face loneliness and constant pressure from relatives and
authorities to recant. Pray that they will have courage and wisdom.

Monday - Pray that God will reach the locals. Pray that national Christian leaders would be
raised up to lead the church.

Tuesday - Pray for the Gospel to penetrate into the illiterate majority and for the development
of appropriate indigenous (story telling) audio and visual materials.

Tuesday - Pray that God will reach leaders (government, business, family and tribal) who will
open great doors of ministry in this land.

Wednesday - Pray for micro-business opportunities to enable local believers to be financially
independent.

Wednesday - Many Kuwaitis travel to other countries as tourists, businessmen and students.
Pray that they will meet Christians who will speak boldly of their Savior.

Thursday - Pray for the few workers who are often discouraged due to the lack of
responsiveness of the people. Pray for Christian workers to find sensitive, viable ways to gain
access to the areas currently beyond reach of the Gospel.

Thursday - Pray for the few Kuwaiti believers to stand strong in their faith and share boldly
with their family and friends.

Friday - Pray that God would give government leaders wisdom and that they would realize
that the believers are a blessing, not a threat, to the country.
Saturday - Many Yemenis listen regularly to Christian radio broadcasts. Pray that the Holy
Spirit will capture the hearts of many Yemeni people through the broadcasts.
Sunday - Most Yemenis are addicted to qat, a mild narcotic, that depletes the people of their
health and economic resources. Pray for healing from this addiction.
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Friday - Pray that many expatriate believers will catch a vision for reaching their Muslim
colleagues and neighbors and for wisdom in communicating the Gospel.
Saturday - Christian Internet, radio, satellite television and videos can communicate the Gospel
within Kuwait. Pray for Kuwaitis to respond to the Gospel message.
Sunday - Pray for unity among God’s people with an eagerness to meet the spiritual, physical
and emotional needs of the people. Pray that this unity would be present among the leaders as
well as the people.
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JULY - WOMEN AND FAMILIES
Life for women in most of the Arabian Peninsula (AP) has changed over the past fifty
years. In some of the countries women have been allowed to pursue higher education and to
enter the work force. Most Arab women are covered in black; this dress has given them
greater freedom to enjoy a public life and still retain an unblemished reputation.
Doors of opportunity to reach out to young women are open as never before through
friendships with Christian women developed naturally in the universities, work places,
hospitals and over the Internet. As a result of these contacts, some women have requested
Bibles and asked searching questions, yet there is always the fear that their newfound freedom
can be snatched away if their families become suspicious.
Family relationships are also undergoing rapid change. Wealth and modernization have
resulted in fathers becoming more distanced from their families and spending most of their
waking hours outside of the home. Wives are often suspicious that their husbands will take
another wife. Children sense this lack of trust between their parents
and often fear the disapproval of their fathers. It seems that women
and children tend to see God in the same way, for although they know
that God is all-powerful, they see Him as inaccessible. Many women
devoutly practice Islam but with little sense that God is truly
concerned about them. Some women have asked Christian women to
pray for them and the needs of their children. They admire the access
and open relationship that these women seem to have with God.
Arab families think and act corporately. It runs counter-culture for
Arabs of the AP to make an important decision without consulting
with family elders. Christian workers in these countries long to
minister to family units and see entire households make the decision to follow Christ.

MEDIA/TECHNOLOGY - APRIL
For over 25 years stories have been told of people listening to Christian radio. Many never
write to the program, but one day a missionary or local believer, by divine appointment, talked
to them and found responsive hearts – the impact of Christian media.
Muslims say; “The New Testament has been changed;” “The Trinity is God the Father,
Mary the Mother and Jesus the Son;” and “Jesus never died on the cross.” These kind of
things are taught in schools to almost all Muslim children. Muslims have been taught to
believe lies about what Christians teach and what the Bible says about
Jesus. For years radio and, in more recent years, satellite television
have helped Muslims understand the truth about Jesus.
Most radio and television programs are pre-evangelistic in nature.
Media ministries can openly address common misunderstandings and
teach the truth about the Bible. One hope is when Muslims listen to
these programs they will want to write to the program to learn more
about Jesus. It is through the correspondence with the stations that
people grow deeper in their knowledge of the truth.
The security risks for these seekers and follow-up workers are
extremely high. Each side needs to trust that they will not be turned
over to the authorities. For people to grow deeper in their faith they
need to have a Bible, meet other believers and be discipled. Doing any of these is a risk.
Technology is opening up the Arabian Peninsula like never before. Young people are
surfing the Web. Of course many are going to sites that are sinful, but they are also able go to
Arabic sites designed to communicate the truth about Jesus to Muslims. What new
technologies are yet to be developed or already exist that will allow Arabs to hear the truth
and grow in the knowledge of the Lord?

PRAYER POINTS

PRAYER POINTS

Monday - Pray for God to draw entire households to Himself. Pray that God would continue
to reveal Himself to whole families through dreams and visions.

Monday – Pray for “seekers” who are afraid to correspond with media ministries. Pray that they
would not only hear about Jesus, but that they would accept Him into their hearts.

Tuesday - Pray for freedom from evil spirits and oppression (Luke 8:2). Pray that women
would find freedom through Christ and go on to follow Him.

Tuesday – Pray that God inspires creative satellite programming that helps Muslims come to
know Christ. Pray also that Muslims in the AP will point their satellite dishes at those satellites
that have Christian programs.

Wednesday - Pray that women would know Him as “the God who sees me” (Genesis 16:13)
just as their ancestor Hagar did.
Thursday - Pray for the production of videos, satellite programs, literature and other tools that
minister specifically to the spiritual needs of women and their families.
Friday - Pray for Christian teachers in the schools. Pray for relationships to develop between
young Christian women and children and their fellow Arab students in public schools, colleges
and universities.

Wednesday – Pray that follow-up workers are able to meet with seekers and believers. Pray
that both sides would not live in fear but be led by the power of the Holy Spirit.
Thursday – Pray for the radio broadcasts. Pray that many would listen, understand the truth
of Jesus and come into His Kingdom.
Friday – Pray for creative ways to get Bibles, Christian literature and other materials into the
hands of Muslims in the AP.

Saturday - Pray for the isolated female believers in the Arabian Peninsula. Pray for their
safety and resolve to follow Christ. Pray for wisdom for those who are discipling them.

Saturday – Pray that Muslims would learn about Jesus from Arabic Internet sites that are
designed especially for them to hear the truth.

Sunday - Pray that the Lord would lead Christian workers to “Lydias” (Acts 16:14, 15),
devout women and their families whom God is preparing to receive the Gospel.

Sunday – Pray that Christians would use the new technologies being developed for the
building of God’s Kingdom in the AP.
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5

MAY - OMAN

UNITED ARAB EMIRATES - JUNE

Capital: Muscat
Population: 2,620,000
Religion: Islam
Muslim Background Believers: A few scattered believers

Capital: Abu Dhabi
Population: 3,057,000
Religion: Islam
Muslim Background Believers: A few scattered believers

Omanis have historically made their living as fishermen, traders, date farmers, and
traditional Bedouin nomad camel herders. In ancient times there was a flourishing trade in
frankincense from trees which grow in the south. Oman
embraced Islam in the eighth century.
In 1970 Sultan Qaboos bin Said seized power from his
father and started a revolution of modern development,
reform and stability. The standard of living has improved
dramatically, as have the expectations and aspirations of
the people. However, the oil is expected to run out in the
next few decades. This brings disillusionment and
frustration with the government and fuels the growth of
fundamentalist Islam.
Orthodox Islam has been growing in strength over the
last 30 years. Magic and occult activities are commonly
practiced, especially in the towns of the interior. Religious
education is compulsory at all grade levels, and students
are systematically indoctrinated against Christianity.
Foreign Christians and Hindus are allowed freedom of
worship, but conversion of Muslims, especially nationals,
is strictly prohibited.

The UAE is a federation of seven states, called emirates, ruled by tribal chiefs called Sheiks
or Emirs. There are archeological sites showing several population centers along the coast of
the Persian Gulf, including the UAE, dating to 2000 B.C. Islam
came to this region within the first 50 years after Mohammed’s
death. Once a center for piracy, it was known as the Pirate Coast
before being subdued by British forces. It became a British
protectorate in the 19th century and remained so until
independence in 1971.
The largest and richest of the emirates is Abu Dhabi. Dubai is
the re-export center of the Gulf, and Sharjah is the cultural center.
The development of the oil industry in the UAE has brought
fabulous wealth and rapid modernization to the major population
centers, as well as attracting many expatriates, mostly Arabs and
Asians, who outnumber the UAE natives. The poorer emirates
rely on the federal government (largely financed by Abu Dhabi)
and the Dubai/Sharjah population hub for economic growth.
Religious tolerance is granted to Christians, and some churches
and schools are allowed to operate publicly in governmentdetermined locations. Muslim evangelism is not allowed. Several imprisonments have
occurred since 1992 for Muslim evangelism.

PRAYER POINTS

PRAYER POINTS

Monday - The fear of evil spirits is a reality to most rural Omanis. They often carry out
practices to appease the spirits. Pray that God would release them from fear and reveal
Himself to them in dreams or visions.

Monday - Pray that the few national believers would continue to grow in their walk with Jesus
and that the Holy Spirit would knit them together into a network of believers able to support,
exhort and encourage each other.

Tuesday- Pray that Christian workers would be on fire for God. May their ministries draw
many Muslims to Christ and make them long for change.

Tuesday - Pray that the many expatriate churches in each emirate would catch the vision to
reach out to the unreached peoples (120 different nationalities) in the UAE.

Wednesday - Many Omanis study abroad. Pray that Christians in these countries will reach
out to them with hospitality and love.

Wednesday - Pray for the powerful people in the UAE such as: Shaikh Zayed Al Nahayan
(President) and Shaikh Mohamed Al Maktoum (Minister of Defense).

Thursday- Pray for divine appointments, that Omani seekers will meet Christians believers
and have access to the Bible.

Thursday - Several Christian medical agencies were invited in the 60’s to serve the people.
Pray for these hospitals to be a light and to find favor with the rulers.

Friday - Islamic religious education systematically poisons young people’s minds against the
Gospel message. Pray that they would hear the truth about Jesus.

Friday - Pray for justice, honesty, righteousness and truth in business dealings. Pray that new
businesses being birthed by believers would be successful and blessed.

Saturday - Important decisions are made in families, clans and tribes. Pray that whole
families would believe the Gospel.

Saturday - People living in the Emirates without citizenship are called Badoons – meaning
“without.” Pray for workers to be raised up to reach out to them.

Sunday - Many areas of Oman are almost completely untouched with the Gospel message.
Pray that God would call workers for these unreached areas.

Sunday - Pray that the Lord of the harvest would send forth laborers with good language,
ministry and technical skills to live and minister in the UAE.
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